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HOLD DESIGN WITH A PURPOSE

There’s nothing accidental or random about The Grasshopper Board.

We considered every aspect of every hold we shaped and assigned each one its purpose. Then we 
tested and reshaped and tested some more until we got them ergonomically right –at every angle. 
With adjustability baked in, our strategic layout* is optimized for training strength and perfecting 
movement and awareness.

The Grasshopper Board is a holistically integrated system, designed to make every climber better.

*Grasshopper Board holds shaped by Boone Speed. Layout and programming by USA National Head Coach, Josh Larson



There are three subsets of holds on the Grasshopper Board.
•Flow: (blue holds) movement, coordination, awareness, warm-up, cool-down
•Engage: (yellow holds) next level, circuits, muscle engagement
•Master: (black holds) Free-bouldering at every grade at every angle

Grasshopper Board Grading Curve At A Glance



FLOW Two-Way Jugs
For beginning. Warm up, tune in, just move. Fun to 
jump to, flip, downclimb. There are 12, spread out on 
the Master 8x12 and 10 on the Ninja. Ergonomic at 
all angles.  Advanced warmup with two fingers and 
underclings. Spots: 7C,7I, 9E, 9G, 11B, 11J, 13E, 
13G, 15D, 15H, 18E, 18G

FLOW Footholds
There are some big ones, and some bigger flatter ones. 

Since we don’t put holds on a kick board, it’s good to 
have a few easy options. You can always avoid them 

but they’re nice to have when you need them, especially 
on routes.

Spots -Flow Positives: 2A, 2D, 2H, 2K, 3B, 3J, 4C, 
4I, 6B, 6J, 8A, 8k

Spots -Flow Big Flats: 1C, 1F, 1I, 3E, 3G 



FLOW Massive Jugs Start
There’s just a couple of these, enjoy them. But 
seriously, these are clutch on the routes function.
Spots: 5E, 5G

ENGAGE Footholds
Flat, with a usable surface about the size of a 
match box striker. They’re no gimme, but they’re 
good enough at less steep angles. 
When it gets steeper though, you’ll be relying on 
your footwork and body tension.
Spots: 1A, 1E, 1G,  1K, 2B, 2J, 3A, 3C, 3F, 3I, 
3K, 4E, 4G, 6A, 6K

ENGAGE Main Finger Bucket
Invaluable, ergonomic first knuckle perfection. If these were a chess 

piece they’d be queen. They’re useful at every angle, and grade and 
play a lead role in endurance circuits.

Spots: 8B, 8J, 10D, 10H, 11E, 11G, 12D, 12H, 13B, 13J, 16C, 16I



ENGAGE Ninja Top Volume
An instant classic. We placed this at the top center of the Ninja (Row 
15 F) so that everyone can enjoy it. It’s a killer finishing hold or it can 

be used to shake out on routes. Beware though at steeper angles, 
where some wrestling skills can come in handy.

Spot: 15F

ENGAGE Massive Jug Undercling
Same as the Flow Massive Jugs, just upside down.
It’s not such a good foot either, unless you need a toe hook.
Spot: 6F



MASTER TriStar
A dark horse. One of the coolest, most versatile shapes 

on the board. Stick it, match it, flip it...
Makes a diabolical finish hold on the Master 8x12 setup.

Spots: 7F, 12A, 12F, 12K, 18B, 18J

ENGAGE Half Cobble
Top Center (Row 18 F) finale of 

the Master 8x12. Guaranteed 
to evoke a belly-laugh at 40 

degrees or steeper.
Spot: 18F

MASTER Small Foot
Requires precision, tension and finesse.

In straight talk, learn to use these if you want to improve. 
As impactful as any holds on the board.

Spots: 1B, 1D, 1H, 1J, 2C, 2E, 2F, 2G, 2I, 3D, 3H, 4A, 
4D, 4H, 4K, 10A, 10K



MASTER Large Cobble
About the diameter of a DVD. Large, roundy, 
comfiness. These get quite challenging at steeper 
angles or when matching is required.
Spots: 5F, 9D, 9H, 10F, 12C, 12I, 17D, 17H

MASTER Small Incut Undercling Start
A couple of these will keep everyone honest. The undercling 
is good but powerful. Passable as a foothold or crimp on top.
Spots: 5C, 5I

MASTER Small Positive Crimp with Thumb
The best for last. Like the name says, we gave you the thumbs on 

these ones. If you like small positive crimps, you’ll LOVE these little 
heros. The funnest. Grab & go you beast.

Spots: 4B, 4J, 7D, 7H, 16A, 16K, 17E, 17G



MASTER Mini Split Cobble Crimp
No thumbs allowed. It’s different than the “Small Positive 
Crimp” or the “Hotel Soap”. This is a flat little nightmare-
beauty that really shows its teeth at 40 degrees and steeper. 
Loved so much we gave it a lead role as finishing hold on 
the Master 8x12. You’re welcome.
Spots: 7A, 7K, 10E, 10G, 12B, 12J, 18D, 18H

MASTER Raw Medium Positive Cobble
A slightly positive natural texture edge. Perfect as side pulls 
on the center edge of the board and as finishing holds on 
the top corners of the Ninja.
Spots: 11A, 11K, 15A, 15K

MASTER Small Positive Crimp
The utility, first pad, slightly positive crimp. So important, this 
shape is to harder climbing, that we perfected it and placed 
15 on the Ninja and 17 on the Master 8x12. We purposely 
designed these holds to promote a cling grip, without a thumb 
catch, like a campus rung. These will make you stronger.
Spots: 5D, 5H, 8F, 10C, 10I, 11C, 11I, 13D, 13H, 14A, 
14C, !4I, 14K, 15C, 15I, 16E, 16G



MASTER “Remote” Finger Pinch
Inspired by the TV remote. There are two 
of these vertically in the center of the 
board in rows 4F and 9F. You’ll love to 
hate them, especially at steeper angles.
Spots: 4F, 9F

MASTER Small Flat Crimp
You know what a hotel soap look 
like, right? It’s like that, just better 
texture. A go-to for harder crimpy 
problems.
Spots: 6E, 6G, 9C, 9I, 11D, 11H, 
13A, 13K, 16B, 16J

MASTER Micro Pinch Crimp
Like the larger “Brick”, there’s a flat side and a slightly 

positive side. Is it a pinch? A crimp? It’s a small utility 
chameleon that adapts to its role perfectly.

Spots: 8E, 8G, 9A, 9K, 17C, 17I



MASTER Brick
One side is big and dead flat. The other side is slightly 
positive. These holds will feel good at 20 degrees but 
they ramp up quickly at steeper angles and require 
pure pinch strength. And these tend to dish pay-back 
when it’s time to stand on them.
Spots: 6D, 6H, 8D, 8H, 10B, 10J, 14D, 14H, 17B, 
17J

MASTER Maple Bar Pinch Crimp
These are a hit!

Match ‘em.
Flip ‘em.

Friendly, with great personality at all angles.
Spots: 9B, 9J, 12E, 12G, 13F, 16D, 16H, 17F



MASTER Two-Way Start Jug
A smaller version of the Flow Two-Way Jug. A great 
start hold on the outsides of row 5.
Spots: 5A, 5K

MASTER Massive Jug
One more of these. Same as the Flow and Engage Massive Jugs. Up-
per row 16F. Fun for jumping to and clutch for resting on longer routes.

Spots: 16F

MASTER Egg “Tear Drop” Cobble
A wolf in sheep’s clothing.

So versatile, there are ten on the Master 8x12 and eight 
on the Ninja. 

Spots: 5B, 5J, 7E, 7G, 15B, 15E, 15G, 15J, 18C, 18I



MASTER “Peanut” 
Volume
Enjoy three of these 
crowd-pleasers; two 
diagonally placed in 
the upper corners of the 
Ninja layout and one 
diabolically upside-down 
in the dead middle of the 
wall. Super fun to jump 
to, match, flip, use your 
imagination. Whatever 
you do though, don’t call 
these bikini tops. Spots: 
11F (upside-down), 
14B, 14J

MASTER Pinch
Pretty much what you 

see is what you get. 
Comfy yet engaging. 

Not awesome for feet.
Spots: 7B, 7J



MASTER Toe-Hook Positive Volume
One of the benefits of center-lit holds is that we 
can change the size and outline of our holds. 
These volumes are big but pretty burly to use. 
These add a whole new dimension to board 
climbing.
Spots: 6C, 6I

MASTER Half Cobble
Big but not easy, especially 

when they’re oriented vertically.  
Requires body awareness, 

tension and compression. You’ll 
be a heel hook master in no time.

Spots: 8C, 8I, 13C, 13I, 14F



NATHANIEL COLEMAN AT HQ.


